PUBLIC SCHOOL DARBHANGA
CLASS V
SUB – S.St
Chapter -1
Maps and Globe
Name:____________

Date:___________

QI. Choose the correct options.
i. Which one is not a component of map?
a. direction b. symbols c. scale d. distance
ii. __ . ___. _. is the symbol of
a. International boundary b. state boundary
iii. Brown colour is used for showing
a. water bodies
b.plateaus

c. District boundary

c. plains

iv. A physical map shows
a. natural features of earth b. distribution of forest
v. Which one is not a sub-directions
a. North-east
b.West

d. mountain

c. different countries and states

c. South-west

d. North-west

QII Fill in the blanks
1 . A_______ is an instrument used to find out main directions
2. Maps have a ______________ that can be understood by all.
3. Maps are more informative than a __________
4. The word ‘map’ comes from the ________ word.
5. The art of making maps is called ____________.
6. __________ ____________was the first to publish a collection of maps in the form of a book.
QIII Answer the following questions.
1.What is the meaning of the word ‘mappo’.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Who made the earliest surviving world map?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. When do you use a globe?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
4. What is a scale?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
5. What is a compass?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
QIII. Draw the diagram of the following.
a. globe

b. directions and sub directions

ANSWER KEY
QI. i. d. distance

ii.a. International boundary

iii.d. mountain

iv. a. natural features of earth

V.b.West
QII.1. compass 2.language 3.globe 4.mappo 5.cartography

6.Gerardus Mercator

QIII. 1.The meaning of the word ‘mappo’ is a napkin.
2.Babylonians made the earliest surviving world map.
3.When we want to see the whole earth then we use a globe.
4. The ratio between the distance on the ground and the distance on the map is known as the scale.
5. A compass is an instrument that help to find direction.

